WJE

SERVICE PROFILE

Construction Observation and Troubleshooting

◼

Technical assistance during
design and construction

Deficient structures are too often traced back to interconnected problems: a flawed

◼

Construction document peer
review

poorly implemented. WJE’s goal in every project is to properly implement a

◼

Development of bid and
repair documents

bid specifications to on-site construction observation and quality assurance testing,

◼

Review of contract
specifications

successful projects that meet industry standards and client expectations.

◼

Preconstruction meetings with
subcontractors and suppliers

◼

On-site construction
observation and reports

◼

Oversight of quality assurance
testing of structures and
materials

◼

Advising and consulting with
owners

design that was faithfully implemented and/or a technically sound design that was
technically sound design. From thoroughly reviewing construction documents and
we work with owners, project architects and engineers, and contractors to execute

Our expert engineers and architects play a key role during a
project’s preconstruction and construction phases: meeting with
contractors and suppliers, helping the construction team interpret
and adhere to contract documents and design specifications,
maintaining a consistent quality of work, and troubleshooting
challenges that may arise. Additionally, we review the scope,
assembly, and testing of construction mock-ups and, where
opportunities for improvement are found, make recommendations
for enhanced design or construction strategies. Throughout the
construction phase, we conduct periodic site observation and report
on the progress and quality of work.
Construction observation can be integral to project continuity and
quality assurance as well as a safeguard against inadvertent design
changes or miscommunications among the project team. WJE’s
technical expertise, coupled with experience gained from more than
125,000 projects, helps owners achieve successful results through
the proper implementation of technically sound designs.

www.wje.com
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REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
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◼

American Greetings Headquarters - Cleveland, OH: Construction period services

◼

Burton Barr Central Library - Phoenix, AZ: Construction administration, structural analysis of
roof, and fire protection system design

◼

Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport - TX: Review and construction period services

◼

Eldridge Oaks II - Houston, TX: Review of construction documents, submittal review mock-ups,
construction observations, and laboratory and field testing observations and reports

◼

Hyatt Centric Midtown Atlanta - Atlanta, GA: Quality assurance services

◼

Keola Lai Condominium - Honolulu, HI: Construction observations and reporting of driveway
coating and fire sprinkler rust abatement work

◼

Lincoln Station - Lone Tree, CO: Construction phase services

◼

Milestone Apartments - Fort Collins, CO: Construction observation of roofing and clubhouse

◼

Ninkasi Brewing Company Administration Building - Eugene, OR: Third-party design review and
construction observations of the building enclosure

◼

O. Henry Hall - Austin, TX: Construction administration lead for renovations and cornice repairs

◼

Yale University, Residential Colleges 13 and 14 - New Haven, CT: Building envelope construction
period services
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